Protek leads the way in tailoring
effective and cost-efficient
eDiscovery services that
address your unique needs.
●

Expert consultation and services
throughout all phases of the electronic
discovery process, from identification
to hosting and production.

●

State-of-the-art redundant lab
facilities for secure data protection
and maximum capacity.

●

Advanced, validated hardware and
software tools ensure comprehensive
capabilities and solutions.

●

Full meta data preservation,
collection, review, and
production capabilities.

●

Renowned Computer
Forensics expertise.

●

Forensically sound preservation
and collection services.

●

Sophisticated on-line hosting
for review and analysis.

●

Load file production for all major
review platforms.

●

eMail processed to preserve
parent-child relationships and
allow for cost-effective, logical,
and meaningful review.

Protek International, Inc.
6262 Kingery Highway, Suite 270
Willowbrook, IL 60527
Phone:
Fax:
Web:
Email:

630.986.8206
630.321.1430
www.protekintl.com
electronicdiscovery@protekintl.com

ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY
THE STAKES ARE HIGH

Getting eDiscovery wrong can be very costly. Sanctions,
fines and even judgments are being imposed with increasing
regularity against parties and attorneys that fail to comply
with their eDiscovery obligations. But even spending large
sums of money on eDiscovery is no guarantee that the job
will be done properly.
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

Protek delivers both excellent performance and value.
Protek’s seasoned digital attorneys and investigators
understand how eDiscovery impacts litigation. While
others often see bits and bytes as dollar signs, Protek’s
highest priority is building enduring client relationships
through superior service.
“Protek’s expert eDiscovery team and services allowed
us to focus on litigating rather than babysitting our
eD vendor. They delivered impeccable results while
saving our client more than half a million dollars.
We will gladly be calling Protek again.”

Lead eDiscovery Partner at a Prominent International Firm.
Contact information available upon request.

The list of Protek’s satisfied customers and repeat
clients continues expanding. Call Protek today to join
the enterprises who are happy they trusted Protek to
get their eDiscovery responsibilities right from the start.

LET PROTEK’S eDISCOVERY EXPERTS . . .SECURE YOUR EDGE

SECURE YOUR EDGE with effective, state-of-the-art services:

•
•
•
•

Computer Forensics
Investigative Services
Advisory Services
Electronic Discovery
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